
morphed biodynamism into a way of life, summed up by his dictum: “So zu 
produzieren und leben, dass es den Menschen dienlich und zuträglich ist, 
dass es der Natur dienlich und zuträglich ist und dass es mir selbst dienlich 
und zuträglich ist.  Nach diesen Gesichtspunkten ist es sehr einfach, nach-
haltig zu arbeiten.” 
 
“To produce and to live in a way that serves and benefits mankind, that 
serves and benefits nature, and serves and benefits myself--from this per-
spective, it is very easy to work sustainably”. 
 
 An uncompromising naturalist and certified biodynamic farmer and 
wine grower, Ewald adhears to the agricultural principles of the European 
Demeter Biodynamic Association.  His goal is to promote an integrated 
bio-system in the vineyard and cellar.  A system where the health of the soil, 
plants, and fruit are maximized and blights and aliments in the vineyard do 
not develop.    
 Quite apart from the “pharmaceutical” approach to farming, where 
disease has been unknowingly encouraged by an environmental imbalance-
-mono cropping is the best example--and where the ailment is treated not 
the cause-- Herr Tscheppe’s strategy is to take into account the total ecologi-
cal balance of the vineyard and cellar.  Ewald allows the ecological fullness 
of the farm to act like a balance beam; and, nature, without much interven-
tion, gets on just fine.  Vineyard and cellar afflictions are reduced by creat-
ing and sustaining a healthy eco-totality from within the farming system.   A 
few practices and proscriptions are listed below.
 

SATYR PICKS

Above. South-east facing, old-vine Chardonnay at approximately 280 meters above sea level, used in the Ex Vero II. Higher up slope 
(above and behind viewer) lay the Ex Vero III old vine Sauvignon and Chardonnay parcels, at over 400 meters. The forest below 
helps to retain cool evening temperatures. The high altitude allows for optimal sun exposure, air circulation and drainage. The winery 
is pictured downslope.

 Not long ago the idea of “better living through 
science” would have been thought axiomatic.  Today, 
however, some of us are not so sure.  Ewald Tscheppe, 
oenologist and agronomist at his family farm “Werlitsch” 
in southern Styria, has spun his own enlightened axiom 
that is inspired by little more than humility and truth: “I 
cannot do anything better than nature does itself.” 
 Some natural wine makers eschew “dogmatic” 
approaches to wine growing in favor of a looser, more 

“as needed” approach.  Here“lutte raisonnée” tactics are favored in cultur-
ing the vine, and the strict path to earning and maintaining certification is 
not followed.  Ewald Tscheppe, however, embraces the challenge. He has  



Abatement and elimination of:  genetically modified microorganisms, 
ascorbic acid, sorbic acid, something called PVPP, diammonium phosphate, 
blood and gelatine, and isinglass 
Hand harvested
No alteration (increase or decrease) in the concentration of the juice or must
Malolactic fermentation carried out with only indigenous bacteria
Minimal use of sulfur
Organic fining agents only, if applicable
Gravity feed propulsion, no centrifuges
Use of natural materials only during elevage: steel, wood and clay amphora. 
No silicone linings.
No pasteurization
Indigenous yeasts  
Use of biodynamic preparations in the vineyard such as compost, stinging-
nettle, horsetail teas, soil-fermented chamomile, oak bark, dandelion, yar-
row flower heads, and the spraying of ground quartz and rain water are used 
to control fungi.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Name of producer: Ewald Tscheppe 
Address of producer: Glanz 75, 8463 Leutschach / Austria
Name of wines: Morillon, Ex Vero Legoth, Ex Vero I, Ex Vero II,  Ex Vero 
III, Amphorenwein
Appellation: Styria,  Austria

How long is the plot owned by the producer: Several Generations
Bottles produced: 13,000-14,000
Grape varieties and name of clones if applicable: Estate grown Chardonnay, 
Sauvignon blanc. Muskateller, Pinot blanc, Müllerthurgau, Sämling, and 
Welschriesling.
Age of vines: 12 to 55 years.
Slope, exposure and altitude of plot: Steep slopes / South east to west on 

250 to 420 meters altitude.
Yield per hectare: 3000 kg/hectare
Soil types: Sandy soil with opok deposits
Description of pruning, how often and when: Cut once in February and 
once in summer.Ewald samples Morrilon from barrel. Pictured: 3,000L barrels and 1,500L in back ground. Currently, the wood is 3 years old or 

more, sourced from Croatia, France and Hungry.  Elevage is carried out in various size barrels, ranging from 300-3,000L.



Average number of bunches per vine: Depends on the varieties and the age of 
the vines. Aprox. 3 – 10 bunches.
Green harvest: No
Remove of foliage to better ripen the grapes when needed: No
Ploughing: no, prefers not to break the ground.
Organic, biodynamic: Demeter Certified Biodynamic
Use of chemical treatment or fertilizer: No
Copper, sulfur or any other type: Copper and Sulfur yes. Sodium silicate, 
teas, and preparation 501.
Pesticides used: None
Kind of press: Pneumatic tank press
Submerge the cap and or pumping over how often: No
Fermentation how long/what temperature: As long as needed, with natural 
occurring temperature. Sometimes up to a year to complete.
Yeast type, indigenous or selected: Natural, ambient, vineyard yeast
Size of barrel for fermentation, wood or steel: Wood barrels from 300L - 
3000L
Malolactic fermentation total/partial, how long: 100% naturally occurring
After fermentation in what size barrels: assemblage of 300 – 3000L barrels
Percentage old or new wood: Three year old barrel. Croatian, Hungarian and 
French. No new wood.

Ex Vero II center right.  A small parcel dedicated to Ex Vero III lay upslope, just before the trees.  All of Ewald’s neighbors are or-
ganic farmers, some since the late 1980’s.  A neighbor’s small sheep herd often grazes freely in the vineyards.

 It is hard for this New Yorker to imagine, much less convincingly 
describe, the sense of balance, health and purity emanating from Werlitsch.  
I may have experienced such an impression as a daydreaming child.  The 
temptation to slip into a romanticized, pastoral mode when documenting the 
property’s unmistakable beauty and careful “hands-off” tending is strong.   
But the wine is both excellent and authentic.  And the extraordinary property 
itself accounts for nearly all of the wine’s character.  As a result, the site de-
serves attention.
 The winery and vineyards are located in southern Styria (Südsteier-
mark), about an hour drive south from Graz.  The Slovenian city of Maribor 
is just 35 minutes away to the south. 
 The property is planted to old vine Chardonnay and Sauvignon.  
Ewald’s Muskateller, Müllerthurgau, Sämling, and Welshriesling are sourced 
from a friend’s neighboring vineyard that he alone farms. 



 The distinguishing geological component in the soils at Werlitsch, and 
of the Styrian basin at large, is “opok.”  It is a compact layer of marine and 
river sediment-or marl-formed at pressures nearing what is required to pro-
duce oil.  Although the opok has good density, it remains surprisingly frail 
and porous, allowing for favorable aeration and drainage.
 Opok is a mineral and fossil rich deposit, formed some 15 million years 
ago.  It sounds impressive.  Though agronomists admit that the biological 
process accounting for exactly how a wine acquires “minerality”  or “terroir” 
from the soil is not yet fully understood,  Ewald is neither apprehensive nor 
overly enthusiastic about opok ability to do so.  The “sense of place” im-
pressed on the wines themselves is present with or without scientific reckon-
ing or poetic discourse.  Ultimately the wines speak to their origins unaided 
by ventriloquism. 
 The geological substrate of the vineyards is not, however, as homoge-
neous as we might fancy.  The realities on the ground are never so neat and 
tighty.  The density and depth of opok deposits are as varied as is the opok 
itself: here in the vineyard, it rests deep beneath the soil.  There, the opok has 
been churned up, pressing against the surface.  In places opok is brown, in 
other locations its more blue or even red--all determined by age, temperature 
during formation and mineral composition.  Even the vines’ engagement with 
the soil is manifold.  Some plants dig deep.  While the root stock of other 
plants fans out horizontally, running just beneath the humus.  Though the end 
goals themselves are simple, vineyard balance and healthy fruit, the influential 
components of the field are more complex.
 Ewald’s words are telling.  When he “observes” or “smells” the soil, 
the humus and ground appear to be always changing.  Sometimes the soil is 
porus with citrus odors.  On other days, the soil is dense with earthier scents. 
The opok gravel can be well dispersed throughout or concentrated in areas. It 
can smell of petrol or of nothing distinctive at all.  Even worm activity, which 
is high, is never static or constant.  Ewald speaks of the infinitessimals at play, 
of an intricate complexity within a unified totality.  This is a mature under-
standing of the confluence of factors and influences that operate outside of the 
praxis of wine making.  We are reminded of a serious wine’s protean qualities, 
expressed through time--bottle by bottle, year to year and second by second 
in the glass.  Representing the vineyard is not so easy, as it is never the same 
vineyard twice.
 The property itself has been handled differently by successive genera-
tions.  For example, Ewald’s father (unlike his neighbors) did what was often
typical and nearly universal in the 80’s and 90’s: he experimented with  

South-facing, old-vine Sauvignon, overlooking the Langeggerberg valley.  The cover crop is composed of dense, untreated wild 
grasses.  After heavy rain fall, the grasses are allowed to grow high, and thereby excessive moisture is pulled out of the soil. Dur-
ing periods of low rainfall, the grass is simply cut short to encourage water retention. 



industrial farming techniques.   Agricultural chemical companies, mostly based 
in Germany and Switzerland, offered quick solutions to plant health and yield 
growth.  The treatments were so potent that initially one only needed to treat 
every other row a mere two to three times a vintage.   
 After a few years of conventional treatments, however, the vineyards 
grew more resistant, and one needed to treat the vineyards upwards of 10-12 
times per vintage to achieve the same results.  Ultimately the quality of the 
fruit was lost. It took over a decade of abstinence and biodynamic practices to 
achieve the health and vitality that obtains today.  Werlitsch was granted biody-
namic certification by the European Demeter Association in 2005.
 But biodynamics does not allow a wine grower to look at the vineyard 
through rose colored glasses.  Today, “natural” wine making is only seamlessly 
perfect and unequivocally beautiful in sales departments.  Yes, the mechanics 
of nature seem set to produce beautiful fruit. But nature also produces pow-
dery mildew or oidium and downy mildew, which are constant threats.  Ewald 
contends that each wine grower must find his or her balance.  There is no one 
“way” to grow natural wine, only many ways to culture unnatural wine.  It is 
not what he does in the vineyard or cellar, but what he does not do, that counts.  
So Ewald finds his balance when combatting these blights by controlling grass 
height and cover crop growth (which regulates ground humidity and soil mois-
ture), applying tea and seed oil preparation (to slow mold bloom), all backed up 
by minimal use of copper and sulphur when needed.  As with his use of sulfur 
that diminishes each year, Ewald finds that over time the vineyards need less 
and less intervention.
 Ewald tends to initiate harvest a week or two earlier than other local 
wine growers.  Both his dedication to elegance and his avoidance of overrip-
ness play a part is his decision to pick early.  But this isn’t the whole story.  As 
one might expect, micro-climatic conditions prevail.  And as a result of the 
vineyard’s broader topographical context, the fruit ripens a bit earlier here.
 Situated on the north side of the Langeggerberg valley, Werlitsch’s south-
east facing slopes receive warmer air currents that have pushed north from 
Slovenia.  It’s an interesting geographical feature: moving south from the vine-
yards along the Langeggerberg, the valley opens, forming a geographical fun-
nel, which channels the comparatively warmer air northward.  The local river 
Drau has a similar influence as well.  The exact opposite obtains just south-east 
of the vineyards where Ewald’s friend Sepp Muster in located.   A hill sepa-
rating the two growers marks a watershed division, which helps to create two 
micro-climates.  North of the watershed the air is a bit warmer. Eroded hill of south slope. Morillon parcel above.  Elevation aprox. 230 meters. Ewald holds forth on the virtues and mysteries 

of opok.   



South of the watershed, the air is cooler.  Muster, by contrast, does not receive air currents from the Slo-
venian plateau but by the eastward air streams emanating from the Alps. 
 Hand picked in small baskets, the fruit is totally de-steemend and pneumatically tank pressed. The 
wines is gravity feed.  Without inoculation or temperature control, ambient yeasts carry out fermenta-
tion.  The fermentation is long and cold.  In 2012, fermentation lasted over a year before the sugar lev-
els droped below 5 grams! 100% malolactic occurs naturally without added enzymes.  Maturation takes 
place for 2 years on fine lees, in 3-4 year old large oak casks--300-3,000L.  After a 2 years elevage, the 
wines need little filtration.  The wine is drawn clear from barrel. The remaing 5-10% is filtred with a 
paper filter 300 k gauge.  The wine remains in barrel for two years.  This gives the wines a texture that is 
not forced but slowly added.  The long elevage imparts great stability to the wines.  Sulfur is added just 
prior to botteling.  

Morillon  

 Werlitsch’s 100% Morillon, Styrian for Chardonnay, has the acidity of a brilliant Chablis but the 
floral bouquet of a top Condrieu, and, thankfully, without the oak encasement or lugubrious texture.  It is 
a Chardonnay in its own class and of its own stripe.  Chardonnay’s naturalization into the Styrian land-
scape is so complete that the varietal rightfully has taken its own name.  Chardonnay-cum-Morillon is a 
local evolution where the grape has developed such a uniqueness that Morillon should almost be granted 
autochthonous status.
 The acidity is mouth watering and the wine invokes cold, fresh, clear-water streams and shiny 
pebbles.  The currant is fast and unrelenting.  Words and their images like pristine, fresh, chiseled are apt. 
But there is more to the morning dew and fresh air.  The fruit component delivers flavors of quince, green 
apple, honey suckle and mint. A unique expression of Chardonnay.  
 The wine from Werlitsch farm draws attention to the grapes ability to deliver acidity, fruit and tex-
ture far above and beyond its commercial deformations.  This is even more impressive knowing it is from 
a land and climate far away from its most noble habitats.  The Morillon’s aesthetic is akin to a hunting 
dog’s bark in the cold morning air.

In 2012, the 2008 was the first vintage imported into the US.  
Back vintages from the cellar out performed expectations.  

S A T Y R 
P I C K S
IMPORTED BY GEORGE WINES



EX VERO LEGOTH

 Ex Vero Legoth is a blend of Muskateller 20%, Pinot blanc 20%, Chardonnay 20%, Müllerthur-
gau 15%, Sämling 15%, Welschriesling 10%. The vineyard is farmed by Ewald exclusively.  The Legoth 
vineyard is located just south of Werlitsch, in an area called Eichberg, situated in the Oberfahrenbach val-
ley. Eichberg was once an alluvial fan leading into the sea. The soil, therefore,  is sandy, with poor water 
retention and very good drainage.   
 The vineyard is 1 hectare, and is surrounded by fruit trees, grasslands and forests. The age of the 
vines range from 20 to 45 years.  The orientation of the vines is south by south-west.  The vineyard is 
split up into two parts, an upper and a lower parcel.  Elevation is 300 to 400m. 
 The aromatics are complex due to the cepage. The body elegant, lazer-like. Peach flesh and salt,  
or some unknown alloy or a soft steel. Kafir lime and kumquat zest, pot pouri, elder flower, green char-
treuse, fresh rain?  A lighter, brighter, faster wine.  Adults only.

EX VERO II

 The wine is a blend of 2/3 Sauvignon and 1/3 Morillion.  Both EX VERO II and III are sourced 
from old-vine, hight-altitude parcels, 350-420m.  If you called up the fresh acidity from the Sauvignon 
and the gras of Chardonnay you end up here.  The color is golden.  The nose comes through with marked 
amplitude.  Nothing is missing. Vistas open.  The attack is total. There is serious depth in the mid pallet 
as well.  When tasting this wine, I always feel outdone at this point.  Critical skills wither as the expan-
sive roll into the finish begins.  The hard edges found in the Legoth and Morillon have been rounded out 
and a sense of plush comfort takes hold.  It’s not as linear as the others but more dense, with greater mass.  
There is a glossy sheen to the wine outer edges.  As with all the wines from Ewald Tscheppe, the Ex Vero 
II is a wine of sensual distinction and particularity seldom seen anymore.  



Amphorenwein
The amphora 2009 rested for 7 months during the wintertime in the kvevri (amphora) on the skins. Open fermentation was com-
pleted in late November. The kvevri was filled by hand and made safe so that no frost damages the wine. The kvevri is outside in my 
garden. After 7 months I took it out of kvevri and put in barrels for 17 month. Before bottling I add the sulphur--one dose, not at 
the crush but just before bottling at 15mg/lt., which is very low. No fining no filtration same as the other wines. This wine is still 
very young to me and it would be good to keep it a bit. The varieties are Morillon (Chardonnay), Sauvignon blanc nearly 50/50. It 
is a different style of wine. My idea about it was to find out what is the pure wine and how does it feel like when I drink it. So that 
was the reason to choose the kvevri method out of Georgia. The kvevri has 600lt and is from Georgia. It was an experiment for my 
own experience.

--Ewald Tscheppe


